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NEWS 
TALAN presents new safety shoes in Middle East 

TALAN Group Ukraine are glad to announce of production new model of 
Safety Shoes for Engineers and Executives. Today, we are living in the 
such kind of world where style and comfort should unite with strict 
standards of safety. Nothing is 
impossible when you cooperating 
with best designers in the world 
and the most strict certification 
laboratory in Germany.  Yes, - ITALY one of the leader in designee style of 
nowadays. Who says, that you can’t meet your friends in Coffee shop or 
other place with style safety shoes? Requirements of modern man is 
higher than it was few years ago. But safety is the first priority and for the 
purpose to guarantee it, - we certified our safety shoes in TUV Rheinland. 
The TÜV Rheinland Group is a leading provider of technical services 

�1European highest standard of safety. 

Model No: 

GH(bl)/2C0219(g)/3!!
Design in Italy!

Certified in Germany!
Made in Ukraine
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worldwide. Founded in 1872 and headquartered 
in Cologne, the Group employs 17.950 people in 
500 locations in 65 countries. It generates 
annual revenues of € 1.6 billion. The Group’s 
mission and guiding principle is to achieve 
sustained development of safety and quality in 
order to meet the challenges arising from the 
interaction between man, technology and the 
environment. 


And finally, Ukraine is the place when we are 
giving birth for executive safety shoes. Our roots 
date back to 1923 when the small workshop 
become a powerful group of leading enterprises 
incorporating two footwear factories,workwear 
factory manufactures of leather materials and 
accessories,central warehouse base.During 
more than 80 years we have been always 
developing.Today we can undoubtedly say that 
we reached the leadership in guaranteeing the 
security and safety of workers. 


TALAN is a group of the leading light industry 
enterprises, which produce more than 3.5 million 
pairs of safety and military footwear per year of oil and gas, chemical 
industries, black and colored metallurgy,car building and metal cultivating 
enterprises,transportation and energetic,building and agriculture 
ministries.Upholding the aspiration of our community to the European 

Standards of life and labor conditions the 
specialists of group,after obtaining a world 
experience have used modern technology 
of direct moldednitr i te rubber, and 
polyurethane sole shoes and made new 
models of footwear that do not have 
analogues in Ukraine.


Our company have purchased new 
equipment,more than $4,7 million was 
invested to acquire equipment from 
leading companies of Italy,Germany.In 

2002 a serial production of direct moulded method was 
started,which gave a unique possibility for native enterprises to 
use modern,comfortable and safe footwear with PU-PU and PU-
TPU sole for secure of their workers. 
Our production is certified and matches the national and 
European Standards.
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Let your safety  
DO  

the walking.
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